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THE ORIGINAL
AND STILL THE BEST

1927, the mattress filling room at Willesden factory, London.

2012, Queen’s Award for Enterprise.

At the turn of the 20th century, an English engineer

the South West of England, its mattresses and divans

named James Marshall decided to offer his wife the

are still crafted by hand, to order.

most precious gift of all – a perfect night’s sleep.
By pioneering the use of pocket springs, the Vispring

Our beds have acquired pride of place in the staterooms

mattress redefined bed design: its individually

of legendary ocean liners, the suites of fabled hotels

pocketed springs offered independent cushioning and

and the bedrooms of the finest homes, establishing

support to usher in unparalleled levels of comfort.

themselves as the reference for people of taste. Today,

Its high quality natural fibres and side vents allowed

Vispring continues to create the very best beds in

air to circulate freely, making it cleaner and fresher

the world.

than any previous bed.
A Vispring Hotel Bed is much more than a supremely
For over a century, Vispring has become synonymous

comfortable mattress. It is an investment in the

with comfort and luxury. At its factory in Plymouth, in

reputation of your business.

VISPRING HOTEL RANGE
THE HOTEL SUBLIME MATTRESS
Simply the finest expression of the world’s finest hotel beds. Ultimate luxury is created from handteased South American horsetail and Shetland fleece wool. Thanks to these noble fibres’ unique nature,
the Hotel Sublime combines sensuous softness, outstanding climate management with a satisfyingly
supportive feel. Sublime by name, sublime by nature.
• Two layer hand-nested calico pocket
spring construction
• 2520 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 51 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: British wool,
hand-teased horsetail blended with real
Shetland wool, silk and mohair, blended
real Shetland wool and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with
protective wool
• 4 rows of hand sidestitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 23 cm

THE HOTEL TIARA MATTRESS
The Hotel Tiara with its double layer of pocket springs produces a soft yet deeply supportive sensation.
Copious quantities of hand-teased horsetail and British fleece wool combine to envelop the body in a
delicate cocoon. Thanks to its exceptional support and softness, the Hotel Tiara provides a luxurious
sleeping experience.
• Two layer hand-nested calico pocket
spring construction
• 2242 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 60 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: blended
Shetland wool and cotton, hand-teased
horsetail blended with real Shetland
fleece wool, blended real Shetland wool
and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with
protective wool
• 3 rows of hand sidestitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 23 cm

THE HOTEL REGAL MATTRESS
The Hotel Regal is a superlative bed for hotels where luxury comes naturally. The pronounced natural
loft of its fine horsehair and natural fillings results in a voluptuously deep surface that offers an ideal
combination of springiness, softness and support.
• Hand-nested calico pocket spring
construction
• 1720 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 48 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: bonded British
fleece wool and cotton, horsetail
blended with British fleece wool,
blended real Shetland wool and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with
protective wool
• 3 rows of hand sidestitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 23 cm

THE HOTEL HERALD MATTRESS
Bespoke comfort from a handmade bed with British fleece wool and horsehair. The Hotel Herald
offers improved support and a reassuringly resilient sensation. Its fine natural fillings provide optimal
ventilation to guarantee an untroubled night’s rest.
• Hand-nested calico pocket spring
construction
• 1476 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 51 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: bonded British
fleece wool and cotton, horsehair,
blended British fleece wool and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with
protective wool
• 2 rows of hand sidestitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 21 cm

THE HOTEL DEVONSHIRE MATTRESS
Upholstered exclusively in British fleece wool - including hand-teased local Devonshire fleeces - the
Hotel Devonshire delivers a sensation of comfort and luxury. The combination of these fillings creates
a unique, indulgently cosy and supple feel like ‘sleeping on clouds’.
• Hand-nested calico pocket spring
construction
• 1326 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 54 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: British fleece
wool, hand-teased Devonshire fleece
wool, British fleece wool
• Finest quality ticking (TK 596)
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with protective
wool
• 2 rows of hand side-stitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 21 cm

The Woolmark symbol is a registered trade mark of
the Woolmark Company. In UK, Eire, Hong Kong and
India the Woomark symbol is a certification trade mark.

THE HOTEL BARONET MATTRESS
The Baronet Superb brings all our classic ingredients together in a single creation. Its refined natural
fillings offer excellent resilience and distinctive support, while wicking away moisture to provide a
deliciously cool sensation.
• Hand-nested calico pocket spring
construction
• 1326 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 54 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: horsehair,
bonded British fleece wool and cotton,
blended British fleece wool and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with protective
wool
• 2 rows of hand side-stitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 21 cm

THE HOTEL ELITE MATTRESS
Vispring’s entry level hotel bed, the Hotel Elite is a traditionally handcrafted mattress that provides
a wonderful introduction to the world of Vispring. An assurance of comfort for a soothing night’s
sleep.
• Hand-nested calico pocket spring
construction
• 1254 springs in 150 x 200cm size
• Springs diameter: 56 mm
• Exclusive natural fillings: bonded British
fleece wool and cotton, blended British
fleece wool and cotton
• Finest quality ticking
• Hand tufted with felt washers

BORDERS
• Upholstered with
protective wool
• 2 rows of hand sidestitching
• Horizontal handles
• Air vents
• Depth: 21 cm

THE HOTEL DE LUXE DIVAN
Fully sprung, fully upholstered and with edge to edge support, the Vispring Hotel De Luxe divan
partners your choice of one of our handmade Hotel mattresses to offer the ultimate in comfort for
your guests.
•
•
•
•

Hand-nested pocket spring construction
600 springs in 150 x 200cm size
Solid timber frame
Coir, blended British fleece wool and
cotton
• Fully upholstered

All Vispring Hotel Beds are offered in a choice of tensions.

VISPRING LEGS & CASTORS
The essential extra to make your Vispring bed unique.
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1.C1
Shepherd castor.
Silver polyamide.
Height: 7cm.

2.C2
Locking castor.
Black polyamide.
Height: 8.5cm.

3.L1
Wooden leg.
Available heights: 7.5cm,
13cm, 15cm, 18cm, 23cm.
Available colours: natural,
mahagony, steel, ebony.

4.L4
Metal leg.
Available heights: 13cm,
15cm, 18cm, 23cm.
Available colour: chrome.

5.L6*
Round leg on castor.
Available heights: 14cm.
Available colour: oak /
smoked chrome.

6.L7*
Square leg on castor.
Available heights: 14cm.
Available colour: black/
smoked chrome.
* Subject to availability.

ZIP & LINK MATTRESSES
Vispring Zip & Link beds combine any of our single sprung-edge divans into one large
sumptuous bed. A double room becomes a twin at the pull of a zip, and Zip & Link makes
it easy to get an impressively large bed into rooms with awkward access. The optional
face-mounted divan link also makes separating the bases a simple task.

HANDMADE TO ORDER
REFINED BY THE HAND OF MAN

Making the springs.

Hand-nesting.

Assembling the fillings.

Genuine hand side-stitching.

Finest natural fillings.

Hand-tufting.

Vispring has never wavered from its original

and exquisite natural fillings such as silk and mohair

philosophy of using the best craftsmanship and

compose a palette of unparalleled refinement and

quality materials to produce the finest beds in the

offer a rich variety of sensations, enabling Vispring

world.

to create a mattress to suit every taste.

Producing its own springs from the best Vanadium

Once these have been hand-teased and laid over the

steel, Vispring has refined the subtle combination of

springs, each mattress is hand side-stitched, finished

spring size, tension and resilience in order to offer

with exquisite fabric and embroidered with the

perfect support.

Vispring name as a signature of quality and expertise.

The finest natural fibres used in each bed are expertly

Selected Vispring mattresses are available with

selected and blended to provide ultimate softness and

M-Pure - a pure and natural

comfort. British fleece wool, horsehair and cotton

fire retardant solution.

PURE AND NATURAL FR

A NIGHT OF TRUE LUXURY
Vispring beds are so exquisite that they are chosen by some of the best hotels in the United
Kingdom and around the world as the pinnacle of luxury and comfort for their guests. Our
beds can be found in some of the finest luxury hotels around the world.
To find a list of hotels that have Vispring beds, go to www.vispring.com.

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP
• Range of mattresses and fabrics.

• C
 onform to BS7177 Standards
(medium hazard).

• Bespoke size choice.

• Delivery options worldwide.

• 5 year guarantee.

• 4 to 6 week lead-time from order.

• Initial consultation and project planning.

CONTACT
Contract Range - Europe
Vispring Limited
Ernesettle Lane
Ernesettle
Plymouth, PL5 2TT

Phone +44 (0)1752 366311
Fax +44 (0)1752 355108
www.vispring.com
inforeurope@vispring.com
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